CORPORATE MEMBERSHIP

L E A D E R S H I P

T E A M

The award winning City Hive
leadership team
A recognised driving force in the movement
for change within the Investment Management
Industry, championing greater transparency,
accountability, and equality in the sector.
Their combined experience within the Industry
and deep understanding of investment
practises, ESG and D&I gives them a unique
insight to create impactful solutions to move
the dial.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

CHIEF STRATEGIST

City Hive focuses on activities to empower companies,
stakeholders and individuals to create change.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
AND ADVOCACY

DIVERSE TALENT
PIPELINE
DEVELOPMENT

ACT – CORPORATE
CULTURE STANDARD

Focusing on purposeful
research and campaigns that
make the investment
management Industry more
accessible to all.

Supporting individuals to thrive
and progress their careers
within the Investment
Management Industry via
mentoring, professional
development or new career
opportunities.

Providing professional
investors with a framework to
assess, measure and catalyse
change, the ACT standard of
corporate culture captures
the essence of an Investment
Management company’s
heart and soul

M I S S I O N

We believe that to achieve social equality, the
investment industry needs to better represent society
and access to investing and investment must be
democratised.

O U R

City Hive is a think tank and advocacy group working in
partnership with companies and grassroots to build an
inclusive Investment Management Industry and an
equitable and sustainable society.

Resources & Solutions
membership brings access to our Industry
specific expertise and transformative solutions to
support and empower your entire organisation.

RESEARCH STUDIES

CAMPAIGNS

ADVISORY SERVICE

Lead the Industry as architects
of change by commissioning
insightful and transformative
research.

Demonstrate your commitment
by campaigning alongside us to
elevate important issues to the
top of the agenda.

Tap into our unrivalled thought
leadership and expertise with
practical support through our
Advisory Service that will help
you weave change through the
fabric of your organisation.

C A R E E R S
P O R T A L

THE ACADEMY

MENTORING

CAREERS PORTAL

The Academy is geared
towards developing skills and
unlocking excellence; our
motto being ‘Alis volat propriis’
- * Latin for ‘One flies with
one’s own wings’.

Foster and empower your
future diverse leaders through
our established crosscompany mentoring scheme.
This crucial initiative focuses
on accelerating the
development female and
ethnic minority talent.

Create teams that are both
cognitively and representatively
diverse by attracting best in
class talent from a wider pool of
exceptional and diverse
professionals across every
career stage.

The ACT Standard
Investment companies are under immense pressure to help
shape an equitable and sustainable society. While they drive
global change and action via their investment practises, their
stakeholders demand similar change from them.
To create an inclusive, equitable and sustainable Investment
Management Industry, Investment Companies must truly live
their publicly stated values and commitments.
Embedding and living values within an organization is a journey,
but underpinning it is a commitment to continuous positive
progress.

What is ACT

The ACT standard of corporate culture for investment companies captures the essence of an
investment management company’s ‘heart and soul’ and provides professional investors with a
framework to assess, measure and be a catalyst for change. The framework is comprised of
three key pillars and each pillar has three components that will drive positive behaviour.
Each of the pillars are designed to give an oversight
into how a company is integrating a strategic
approach to developing its culture to ensure an
inclusive, diverse and equitable environment that
enables sustainable progression.

Why ACT
ACT was developed to assess, measure and catalyse
change by:
• Enabling investment companies to demonstrate how
their external and internal behaviours and investment
practises align with their stated values and
sustainability commitments.
• Helping professional fund investors to identify
greenwashing and holistically assess an investment
company’s culture as part of their analysis.

How to ACT
The ACT approach is comprised of two core parts.
1. ACT Reporting
Investment companies access the framework at no cost, via the
Door digital platform. This provides transparent reporting to
professional fund investors.
2. ACT Licence
Investment companies are able to obtain a licence for their ACT
Reporting that will demonstrate their committment to all
stakeholders. This is included in membership.
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Investors can access
ACT via

Membership
Levels

Membership
Levels

Aimed at Investment Management
Companies and service providers in
the Investment Management
ecosystem who would like to stand
with City Hive.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Membership collateral including
licence to use the City Hive logo
Post jobs on Careers Portal
Free access to all staff to
professional development
masterclasses
Discounted access to the
Academy

ALL FIRMS
£1,450

Aimed at Investment Management
Companies who have moved
beyond commitments to ACT.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Aimed at Investment Management
Companies who have moved
beyond commitments to ACT and
take collaborative action.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Membership collateral including
licence to use the City Hive logo
Post jobs on Careers Portal
Free access to all staff to
professional development
masterclasses
Discounted access to the City
Hive Academy
Copy of annual “How to ACT
Guidance” Report
Licence to ACT standard logo
Exclusive invitation to quarterly
ACT advisory sessions

Membership collateral including
licence to use the City Hive logo
Post jobs on Careers Portal
Free access to all staff to
professional development
masterclasses
Discounted access to the
Academy
Copy of annual “How to ACT
Guidance” Report
Licence of ACT standard logo
Exclusive invitation to quarterly
ACT advisory sessions
Silver sponsorship of mentoring
scheme.

GLOBAL AUM (USD)

GLOBAL AUM (USD)

<$50BN

£5,950

<$50BN

£10,850

$50 - $250BN

£7,450

$50 - $250BN

£12,350

$250 - $500BN

£9,450

$250 - $500BN

£14,350

>$500BN

£11,950

>$500BN

£16,850

We have a limited number of impactful opportunities a year
for organisations who would like to partner with usto lead the
change. Contact the Bee Keeper directly to discuss.

Fees vary according to global AUM (US$) of companies within the Investment Management Industry. They
are based on inclusivity and fairness. Our membership fees go towards expenses related to establishing,
maintaining, and developing the ACT standard and underpinned by research conducted by our Think Tank.
All prices exclude VAT.

